Jewellery Quarter, Birmingham
Joinery

Key Client Information & Project Facts

Project Overview








In Early 2019 our client required full Project Management and manufacture support in taking their superb concept
design of Jewellery unitary and furniture and bringing it to life.

Jewellery Quarter location, Birmingham
Full Project Service Required
Start Date: 07.01.2019
Completion: 21.02.2019
Long and successful client relationship
Client has over 40 years’ Bespoke Joinery Experience

Testimonial
The John Worth Group have since worked with us on numerous
retail and commercial projects and we are very happy to keep
coming back to them for our Joinery manufacturing needs.
They are able to take our sketch ideas, concept drawings and
designs and deliver functional, good quality pieces of furniture
that meet the brief and come in on budget.
They’re also very pleasant to work with and responsive to our
needs – From suggesting alternative methods that can reduce
costs, sampling materials and finishes or offering advice on more
robust finishes – they take it upon themselves to find the answers
and workable solutions.
Kate Rowe

Scope of Project Works required
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project Management
Design & Development
3D Visual supply for sign-off
Manufacturing Drawings
Sample supply for Approval
Procurement of all materials which included Metalwork, Glass & LED Lighting
Completion of manufacture for specific delivery deadlines
Quality Control
Packing, wrapping and palletising suitably for delivery
Logistics and kerb-side dedicated delivery

Our Approach
Our dedicated Project Manager worked closely with the client throughout the build design process, eventually
supplying 3D visuals and material / finish samples for sign-off.
Once sign-off had been achieved our drawing team supplied manufacturing packs for our factory to proceed in the
construction of the unitary required.
Firstly however, the procurement of all materials specified by the client was established along with the
management of 3rd Party suppliers such as metalworkers, glazers and our very own electrical contracting team.

The first step for the manufacture was to process through our machining department on one of our modern CNC
machines and then through to secondary machining and edge banding where required with a mid process Quality
control undertaken by both our PM and Production Manager.
Next stage of the process was into the assembly workshop where our PM and Production Manager dedicated a team
of Bench Joiners to assemble the machined parts compiled along with our detailed manufacturing drawing packs.
During this process both the PM and Production Manager oversaw the construction of each piece of furniture and
brainstormed, along with the Joiner, any issues that may have arisen or finer points that needed addressing.
Some of the Furniture required final finishing in our on-site spray shop, where our highly skilled sprayer matched the
signed-off, controlled samples agreed earlier in the process.
Once each piece of furniture was complete, both the PM and the Production Manager, along with the Joiner &
Sprayer conducted a quality control survey and highlighted any issues the needing addressing prior to final sign-off
and delivery.
All unitary was wrapped to a high standard and delivered via a dedicated vehicle on suitable pallets.

